Become the Solution

The Bren School is

The First of its Kind.

The rigorous MESM core curriculum provides students with the knowledge and skills they need to pursue diverse careers in science, business, policy, and law, and to become the solution to the world's complex environmental problems.

Choose your direction

The Seven Specializations

- Water Resources Management
- Energy and Climate
- Economics and Politics of the Environment
- Corporate Environmental Management
- Conservation Planning
- Coastal Marine Resources Management
- Ecology/Environment

Students gain depth of knowledge and experience through courses at Bren and in other UCSB departments.

Focus for a Professional Edge

Bren Hall overlooks the beautiful Pacific Ocean and California's 300 days of sunshine per year. Bren students shape the future of environmental management through courses at Bren and in other UCSB departments.

更多信息请访问：www.bren.ucsb.edu
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